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FRIENDS

Srzt

What a pretty
café, I’ll check it
out!

Ah… A new chapter of life…
How wonderful!

The people here
look so cool! I
wish I was
confident enough
to be friends with
them.
*Spills coffee

Hey! I’ll help!

Thanks! Sorry about this…

No worries; you should come sit
with us. My name’s Dash by the
way!
At skate park

I feel like
I’m really
starting to
get along
with
everyone
…
However, I can’t help but
think that they’re going to
leave me, just like the others.

Hey Lilah, you
okay? You
seem a bit
down.

Yeah,
I’m
fine,
thanks
…

Later

You can tell me
anything you know
that right?
It was great to meet you
Lilah! You should come
to the skate park with us
sometime!
Well, I'm
just a bit
anxious, I
feel like
everyone
here is so
cool and
I'm
different.

But
everyone’
s different
in their
own ways!
That's
what
makes us
unique;
that’s why
everyone
likes you!

Come on, don’t worry
everyone loves you!

…Alright, I will see
you soon

We’ll be
hanging
out here
again
tomorrow,
please
come.

…

The next day

You should try
skateboarding,
I bet you’d be
great!

You’re doing so well!

All my new friends are so supportive, I shouldn’t be anxious, I’m so
happy when I’m around them, I should’ve surrounded myself more with
people like these instead of my last ‘friends’ and so should everyone
else! Life is great! Surround yourself with people you trust and love –
Don’t go for second best when you can have the best!

MEMORY
QUIZ!
1. What is the name of the
boy the main character
meets?
2. What colour is the main
character?
3. Where did the main
character meet her new
friends?
4. Where did Dash ask the
main character to hang out
after meeting her?

ILLUSTRATED &
WRITTEN BY:
Leonora Latanauskaite
Viktorija Masiokaite

The Skilled Sport Section
Different Types of Sports

Sport Star of the Year!

There are many different sports that
you can do to stay fit and healthy
while still having fun!
Gaelic Football
Swimming
Tennis
Basket Ball
Soccer
Running
Athletics
Dance

St Catherine’s College Sport
St Catherine’s college offers many different
sporting opportunities such as:
Physical education (P.E)
Running
Athletics
Gaelic Football
Handball
Soccer
Why don’t you choose a sport and get
involved at St Catherine’s College?

Marcus Rashford
Marcus Rashford (professional footballer)
launched a campaign to make sure that
children eligible for free school meals were
fed regularly when schools were shut during
lockdown. Rashford’s efforts triggered a
£20m of additional donations to the food
poverty charity “FareShare”. Marcus Rashford
has become the youngest person ever to top
the Sunday Times’ giving list after helping
earn £20m for charity in the past year.

What can you do to stay active?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Sports Star of the year

Go for walks with your
friends/family/neighbour
Take on a new sport
Go on bike rides (with friends)
Take your pet for a walk
Swimming
Go running or try run with a friend or
family member
Work outs
Cristiano Ronaldo is a Portuguese
professional footballer who plays forward
for Serie A club Juventus and he also
captains the Portugal national team.
In 2015 Ronaldo was named the world’s
most charitable sports person by
dosomething.org and was reported as
having donated £5 million to help the aid
effort in Nepal following the devastating
earthquake that area.

Sports facts
•

Some less active sports for you to try:

These sports can still help you stay fit and
healthy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bowling
Snooker
Darts
Table Tennis
Ping Pong
Chess
Golf

•

Sports have been played on the
moon. In 1971, Alan Shepard and
Edgar Mitchell made history when
they became the first people to play
sport on the moon. Shephard hit a
golf ball while Michell threw a
makeshift javelin, it was a staff they
had used in one of their scientific
experiments.
The colours of the Olympic rings are
significant, many people know that
each of the world-famous rings
represent one of the five continents of
the world. However, the rings were
designed by Baron Pierre de
Coubertin in 1912, and he stated that
together with the white background,
their colours also represented the
flags of every nation competing at
that year’s event.

Super Celebrities!
(all your celebrity lifestyle, gossip and inspiration, right here!)
Celebrity gossip:
Did Leonardo Dicaprio
propose to Camila Morrone
in quarantine? An issue
from 2020, Life and Style,
claimed Leo finally
proposed and Camila said
yes! Camila’s dad also
allegedly gave the happy
couple his blessing.

Celebrity lifestyles:
Julia Roberts – “I walk my dog every day and
travel to the grocery store like any normal
mother,” Julia reports. “Fame won’t change my
lifestyle and way of living with my family.
Besides, I don’t have enough dresses to be
constantly glamourous.
Ed Sheeran – “I like to keep myself busy”. Ed
claims to wake up around 9AM every morning
and chill out before a busy day. The pop legend
says he “likes to spend time listening to or writing
music through the day” and hang out with friends
in the evening.
Paul Pogba – The all- star Man United player
says “I treat myself to a morning breakfast. Some
days it’s fruit and oats, and others it could be
Nutella pancakes.” Pogba tries to work out as
frequently as possible to maintain his fitness
levels. He likes to spend time watching Netflix
and “playing with the mates”.

Shaqille O’Neal has been
positively impacting
complete strangers, making
us love him even more! A
couple months ago he
helped a young man buy an
engagement ring. Prior to
that he bought furniture for
a lady whose house had
burnt down! Shaq is a big
man with an even bigger
heart!
Friends- Our favourite show
returned to TV on May 27th
with the main cast of the
sitcom ‘Friends’ reuniting
and reminiscing about their
time filming, the bond they
formed over the years and
what made the show so
special.
On May 15th, Ariana Grande
married fiancée, Dalton
Gomez in a ‘tiny and
intimate’ wedding. Their
wedding took place in
Ariana’s California home
according to reports, and
newly released photos of
the wedding have us totally
mesmerised by the
adorable newlyweds!

Celebrity inspiration:
Harry Styles- In
December 2020, Harry
Styles became the first
male to ever appear solo
on the cover of vogue. He
tackled gender
stereotypes wearing a
stunning Gucci dress.
Harry didn’t listen to any
criticism and continues
inspiring others by being
himself.
Dolly Parton- While
millions struggled
financially through the
pandemic, Dolly donated
a million dollars to
Vanderbilt university,
which helped fund
research for the Moderna
vaccine for covid.
Josh Kraskinski – Just
like us here at The Happy
News team, during
lockdown Josh started the
web show ‘some good
news’ bringing positivity
into our homes during
dark times. He shared
funny, heart warming and
motivating stories, and
even hosted a virtual prom
for fans stuck in
quarantine!
The Weekend – The
Weekend is constantly
inspiring us all, in 2020,
he donated 1 million
dollars, with half of that
going to MusiCare and
frontline workers, and the
other half going to
charities fighting for racial
equality.

Advertisement…
What is it?
Stage Stars is a drama group where young people sing, dance and
act together!
Where is it?
The Barat Hall
When is it?
Saturdays, 1:30-2:30pm
Who runs it?
The drama queen herself, Miss Hamill!

What is this aesthetic?
This is the aesthetic y2k (2000s). The Y2K era was the
nickname for the decade following the year 2000. This name
began in the late 90s, thanks to the increasing popularity of
the internet and the worldwide technology boom! The Y2K era
is also characterized by oversized flared pants, platform
shoes, designer logo prints, and small accessories.
Y2K replaced the Core '90s era which had been known
for its darker, more serious tone, with aesthetics such as
Grunge. Y2K peaked around late 1999/early 2000, coinciding
with the turn of the millennium and apex of the dot-com
bubble.

What Is this aesthetic?
This is the aesthetic Grunge. The term ‘grunge’ was adopted by the
music industry for a style of music that had become wildly popular
in the American northwest during the early 1990s. The term first
appeared in 1972, but it did not become a popular term in
widespread media until the late 1980s, influenced by the surge and
decline of punk. They typically wore slip dresses with flannels,
flannels and ripped jeans, and plaid in layers. Low-rise and ripped,
wide-legged jeans.

Vinted is an app that
was released in the
year 2008, it was
founded in Vilnius,
Lithuania. Vinted has
operations across 13
markets - France,
Germany, Belgium,
Spain, Italy, the
Netherlands, Austria,
Poland, Czech
Republic, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, UK and
the U.S. and will be
using the funding to
double down on that
while moving deeper
into markets further
afield. Many people
use Vinted as a way
to get rid of clothes,
accessories, shoes
and make-up that they
don’t use or need
anymore whilst also
earning money from it.
Vinted is also used as
a way to online thrift
e.g. buying 70s
clothes. Another cool
thing about Vinted is
that all ages can use
it.

Fashion news
trend

Origination: The Egyptians
The earliest historical
record of makeup
comes from the 1st
Dynasty of Egypt (c.
3100-2907 BC).
Today, women and
men wear makeup
mainly to look good,
but this was not the
main reason for
makeup originally.
Archaeological
evidence shows the
Egyptian ladies were
dolling themselves up
to please the gods, as
they felt their
appearance was
directly related to their
spiritual worth. They
applied eye makeup
called mesdemet, a
mixture of copper and
lead ore, around their
eyes. Green shades
went on the lower
eyelids; black and
dark grey were
applied to the
eyelashes and upper
eyelids. Dark colours
were said to ward off
‘evil eyes’.
To complete the look
around the eyes, they
added almond shapes
of dark- coloured
powder (later called
kohl).

The Vikings
Although there is no written evidence as to why
Vikings actually wore make-up, most people
suggest they wore it for protection from the sun
or even war! Like the Egyptians, the main idea
of Viking makeup was their eyeshadow and
eyeliner- but their makeup looks were a lot
more dramatic, with black being the main
focus. They believed that using kohl and black
henbane would protect their eyesight, but it
was later proven that the substances they used
were very harmful and toxic.

The Victorians
Makeup for ladies of leisure in the
Victorian Era would consist of well
plucked eyebrows, perhaps
trimmed eyelashes and a dab of
castor oil onto their eyelids and
lashes. To hide freckles or redness
they used rice powder, zinc oxide
or pearl powder. For their lips they
would use a substance such as
beeswax for shine and protection,
to which they may add crushed
flowers for a tint of colour. To
contrast their very pale skin, they
would massage red beet juice or
carmine dye into their cheeks. For
bright eyes, they would add a drop
of orange juice, as well as using
poisonous belladonna to cause the
pupils to dilate.

A More Recent Look: The 1960’s
Looking into more recent makeup eras, the 60’s started off with
similarities to the late 50’s; a flicked upper eye line, matte eyeshadow
(mainly greys, greens and blues) on the eyelids, soft blush and lipsticks
ranging from browns and soft reds to corals and pinks. As the decade
continued, the focus shifted primarily to the eyes, with more dramatic
eyeshadows and colours, and the rest of the face was kept soft and
natural.

Y2K (Year 2000)
Makeup in the 2000’s included
shimmery blue and purple
eyeshadows, extremely thin
eyebrows, LOTS of lip gloss and
rosy cheeks. The overall idea was
shiny and dazzling makeup, yet a
simple look.

Now
The past year may not
have been a time to
show off new makeup
trends, but yet some
iconic trends have
submerged! The primary
features of today’s
makeup are; simple
hydrated, fresh looking
skin with minimal base,
fluffy and thick brows,
and glossy lips. As far as
eyeshadow trends this
and last year, we’ve had
it all! Smokey eyes,
throwbacks to the 60’s
and 90’s, as well as
even no eyeshadow at
all!

Mindfulness
There are many different exercise and things you
can do as part of Mindfulness.
Yoga is a very beneficial method of mindfulness.
Yoga improves strength, balance and flexibility.
Slow movements and deep breathing increase
blood flow and warm up muscles, while holding a
pose can build strength.
Yoga is something to be practised often and here
are 8 different examples of good yoga poses.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Child’s Pose
Downward-Facing Dog
Plank Pose
Four-Limbed Staff Pose
Cobra Pose
Tree Pose
Triangle Pose
Seated Half-Spinal Twist Pose

There are many apps out
there to help you with
mindfulness and working on
yourself, for example the
‘Calm’ app.
Calm contains the standard
mindfulness features for
example, session timers,
email reminders, progress
tracking, program training,
and an app community. There
are audio and video features
for example music, nature
sounds and scenery.

How do I practice mindfulness and
meditation?
Mindfulness is available to us in every
moment, whether through meditations and
body scans, or mindful moment practices
like taking time to pause and breathe when
the phone rings instead of rushing to answer
it.

All Things Gardening
Mini Beast Hotel
Why don’t you make a new home
for your incredible insects? Build a
mini beast hotel full of natural
materials, to provide spaces for
your insects to explore.

Begonias are well
loved for their large
flamboyant blooms
in a wide range of
colours.

Sweet peas make
fantastic cottage
garden bedding
plants.

Petunias are
popular for their
large trumpet
flowers in a fantastic
array of bright
colours and patterns

The flower shop, Tom
O’Kanes
Service options: In-store
shopping
Address: 1 Moy Rd, Armagh
BT61 8DH
Phone: 028 3751 1500
Province: Ulster

Gardening and Mental
Health
Even something as simple as
having a plant
on your desk can reduce
stress and make you feel more
energized and able to think
more clearly, and many that
suffer from anxiety or
depression have
found gardening and caring for
plants to be incredibly
beneficial.
Gardening is also a way of
caring for something;
sometimes just the satisfaction
of keeping a houseplant alive,
and the responsibility that
comes with it, is enough to
give us a sense of purpose
and pride.
Indeed, the positive
association
with gardening was observed
for a wide range
of health outcomes, such as
reductions in depression and
anxiety symptoms, stress,
mood disturbance, and BMI,
as well as increases in quality
of life, sense of community,
physical activity levels, and
cognitive function.

Hydrating fruits to eat during the summer
Eating vegetables and fruits rich in water content can help
satisfy nutrient recommendations and keep you hydrated
during the summer.
Mangoes – Up to 83% Water
Blueberries Up to 84% Water
Apples – Up to 86% Water
Pineapple – Up to 86% Water
Apricots – Up to 86% Water

Preparing your
Perfect Playlist!
(with The Happy Paper music section!)

Music news:

New releases:

Popular artists and genres:

We all saw it coming… Olivia
Rodrigo is in her second week
at number one in the artist 500.

Looking for some new releases?
We got you!

Artists:

Clairo has returned with a new
single titled “Blouse” teased via
Instagram.

Lorde – Solar Power

Billie Eilish’s new single “Lost
Cause” was released on
Wednesday and is the 4th track
to her up-coming album.

AJ Mitchell – One More Fight

Dave Grohl and Krist Novoselic
former band members from
Nirvana reunite with Pat Smear
and Violet Grohl on Jimmy
Kimmel to sing “Heart-shaped
Box”.

Singles:

One Direction – 25,253,665
monthly listeners
Taylor Swift – 42,681,383
monthly listeners

Ava Max – Every Time I Cry

James Arthur – September

The 1975 – 10,749,863
monthly listeners
Declan McKenna – 3,446,050
monthly listeners

Albums:
Maroon 5 – Jordi

Genres (ranked):

Olivia Rodrigo – Sour
Marina – Ancient Dreams in a
Modern Land
Twenty One Pilots – Scaled and
Icy

1) Pop

4) Indie

2) Hip-Hop

5) K-POP

3) Rock

6) Classical music

If you like this music…then you’ll love this!

Taylor Swift

Leyla Blue

Post Malone

Lapsley

Arctic Monkeys

Cardi B

Catfish and the
Bottleman

Baly Baby

Game Time!

Can you guess
the song name
using only these
emojis???

Advertisement…
St Catherine’s College are proud to have
been running a school choir for many,
many years.
Where is it?
Miss Mallon’s classroom.
When is it?
Break times, once a week.
Who runs it?
The singing sensation, Miss Mallon
What do they do?
The choir are always busy, from
organising spring concerts to performing
at school masses and events.

WRITE YOUR OWN SONNET WITH THESE
IMPORTANT TIPS:
Shakespearean sonnets •
•
•
•

3 quatrains
14 lines
Four line stanzas

Rhyming couplet
• Iambic pentameter (10 syllables)

• A rhyme scheme of abab cdcd efef gg
Petrarchan sonnets –
•
•
•
•
•
•

14 lines
Eight line stanzas (octave)
Rhyming abba abba
A six-line stanza (sestet)
Rhyming cdcdcd

Come to the new poetry
class!
Taught by the King of
sonnets himself: William
Shakespeare!!!!
Starts every Wednesday
from 3:25 – 4:15

Sonnet 104 - William Shakespeare (Sonnet)
To me, fair friend, you never can be old,
For as you were when first your eye I
eyed,
Such seems your beauty still. Three
winters cold
Have from the forests shook three
summers’ pride,
Three beauteous springs to yellow
autumn turned
In process of the seasons have I seen,
Three April perfumes in three hot Junes
burned,
Since first I saw you fresh, which yet are
green.
Ah, yet doth beauty, like a dial-hand,
Steal from his figure, and no pace
perceived;
So your sweet hue, which methinks still,
doth stand,
Hath motion, and mine eye may be
deceived:
For fear of which, hear this, thou age
unbred:
Ere you were born was beauty’s summer
dead.v

Saoirse Palmer – (Sonnet)
I’ll take your hand in life's
resentful gaze,
And search the moon for
absolute hope,
We’ll lead each other through
life's weighted ways,
We’ll pull each other through
life's inching slope.
Come dance with me through
harsh reality,
I’ll shelter you from inhumane
phrases,
Even when the moonlight hits,
we‘re free,
We’ll unveil the way of human
mazes.
Seeking comfort, I will rely on
you,
Rely on me with ever loving
trust,
We’ll share our faith; conjoined,
unscrewed,
But, having time to ourselves is a
must,
Dear platonic soul mate, let’s
search the moon
And if you depart, I’ll still wait
here for you.

Have a go at this game! Fill in the missing spaces of the poem:
I'm a vegetarian Lion, I've given up all 1_, I've given up all roaring all I do is go tweettweet. I never ever sink my 2_ into some animal's skin; it only lets the blood run out
and lets the germs rush in. I used to be ferocious, I even tried to 3_l! But the sight of
all the blood made me feel quite 4_. I once attacked an Elephant; I sprang straight at
his head. I woke up three 5_later In a Jungle hospital 6_. Now I just eat carrots,
they’re 7_to kill, 'Cos when I pounce upon them, they all remain quite 8_!

How To Find Your Big 3✨✨
Our “big 3” is made up of our sun, moon and
rising sign. Each of these placements, along
with the other planets within your chart, rule
over a certain aspect of your personality and
your life. The sun sign is the most well-known,
representing your identity and individuality.
Your moon sign is your inner emotions and
subconscious feelings while your
rising/ascendant is your social personality, how
you appear to others. You can calculate your
birth chart at
https://astro.cafeastrology.com/natal.php or
even get it on your Snapchat account! You can
also find your astrological compatibility with
friends and celebrities.

Summer Recipes
Ingredients:

Watermelon & Raspberry Lollies:
¼ watermelon & 200g raspberries
Tropical Mango Lollies:
2 ripe medium mangoes & juice of 2 limes
Blackberry & Orange Lollies:
300g blackberries & juice of 2 oranges
Instructions:
Watermelon & Raspberry Lollies:

Tropical Smoothie Recipe
Ingredients:

Cut the flesh from the watermelon and remove the
seeds. Place in a food processor or blender with the
raspberries. Blend until smooth, then strain through
a sieve into a large jug. Pour into ice lolly moulds
and freeze for at least 4 hours. To remove lollies
from moulds, dip them briefly into hot water to
loosen the lollies. Use as required.

•

1 cup frozen mango chunks

•

1 cup frozen strawberries

•

1 cup ice

•

1 frozen banana, sliced

•

1/2 cup milk

Tropical Mango Lollies:

•

1/2 cup water

Peel the mangos and cut the flesh off the stone.
Place in a food processor or blender with the lime
juice, then blitz until smooth. Finish as described
above.

•

1/4 cup orange juice

•

1/4 cup plain Greek yogurt

•

1 teaspoon honey

Blackberry & Orange Lollies:
Place the blackberries in a food processor or blender
with the orange juice. Blend until smooth, then press
through a sieve into a large jug. Finish as described
above.

Visit @bakesbyeve on Instagram.
DM to order.
County Armagh area.
Homemade custom cakes of your
choice! Chocolate, vanilla, red velvet,
anything you want, Eve can make!

Instructions
Combine all of the ingredients in a blender and
blend until smooth.

Method:
Take 7 wooden skewers and thread the following fruit
onto each – 1 raspberry, 1 hulled strawberry, 1
tangerine segment, 1 cube of peeled mango, 1 chunk
of peeled pineapple, 1 chunk of peeled kiwi, 1 green
and 1 red grape, and finish off with 2 blueberries.
Arrange in a rainbow shape and let everyone help
themselves.
Ingredients:
7 raspberries
7 hulled strawberries
7 tangerine segments
7 cubes peeled mango
7 peeled pineapple chunks
7 peeled kiwi fruit chunks
7 green grapes
7 red grapes
14 blueberries

Method:
•

•

•

STEP 1: Line a 20cm cake tin or dish (either a
square or rectangle works well) with cling film,
leaving an overhang. Whip 500ml of the
cream, the vanilla, orange blossom water and
125g icing sugar with an electric whisk until
thick and billowy.
STEP 2: Add a layer of biscuits to the tin, and
spoon over some of the cream, about 1cm
thick all over. Add a layer of strawberry slices,
then repeat with the cream, biscuits and
strawberries until you fill the tin, finishing on a
layer of biscuit. You’ll have some strawberries
left over to serve. Press everything down well
so every biscuit is covered in cream. Cover
and chill overnight.
STEP 3: To serve, flip the tin onto a serving
plate, and remove the cling film. Whip the
remaining 100ml cream with1tbsp icing sugar
and dollop on top of the cake, swirling it
around. Top with the remaining strawberry
slices in lines, sift over the remaining 1 tbsp
icing sugar, and sprinkle the biscuit crumbs in
between the rows of strawberries. Cut into
slices to serve.

•
•

Ingredients:

•
•
•
•
•
•

600ml double cream
1 tbsp vanilla bean paste
1 tbsp orange blossom water
125g icing sugar, plus 2 tbsp
500g shortcake biscuits, plus 3 crushed
350g strawberries, sliced

> Try an ice-cream flavour you’ve
never had.

Teacher: “So what did you do this
summer?”

> Have a movie night in the back
garden.

You: “I did everything from the Happy News
Summer Bucket List!”

> Have a themed party.
> Buy a digital camera and document
your summer on it.

> Buy a cheap t-shirt and design it.
> Try a recipe from the “Summer Recipes”.

> Go camping.

> Make a summer playlist.

> Put flowers on graves that don’t
have any.

> Buy a day ticket for the bus and go
anywhere.
> Buy a regal dress from a thrift/charity shop.

> Buy matching rings.

> Make a 3-course breakfast.

> Self-Care week (face masks,
walking, reading)

> Organise a picnic.

> Go to the beach.
> Listen to a podcast.
> Do an all-nighter and watch the
sunrise.

> Go on a hike.
> Movie marathon.
> Trampoline sleepover.
> Go to the beach.

> Go strawberry picking.

> Buy matching rings.

> Redecorate your room.

> Redecorate your room.

Goodbye Years 12 & 14!
In May 2021, we said goodbye to two wonderful year groups! Although many
Year 12 students will of course be returning to St Catherine’s in September for A
Levels, others will be beginning brand-new adventures elsewhere. Good luck
everyone – make sure to come back soon and tell us all about your adventures!

Girls Just Wanna Have Sun!

By: Gabija Suminskaite

Pictures To Make You J

By: Sanija Meija

Senior School Creative Corner
Inside my Mind

BOOK TOK…

OPEN the cover,

At this point, with the whole
teenage population on Tiktok,
we all know there are many
different types of videos.

Turn the page ,
Ink engraving my mind,
That comforting smell invading my senses,
Words blur into pages,
Chapter after chapter,
Book by book,
Mind growing wider,
Although the places change the feeling never does,
Freedom,

From dancing to DIY, from
makeup to one-minute movies.
But the best side of Tiktok is…
that’s BookTok.
It never occurred to me that so
many people sat down to read
every night and, like me, when
they open a book and like it,
won’t stop reading until the very
last word – usually staying up to
3am!
So here are the top 10 Book Tok
recommendations:

Confidence,
Joy,
From leading armies, to painting skies,
From dragons to goldfish,

1.The Grishaverse series - Leigh
Bardugo (Shadow and Bone trilogy,
Six of Crows Duology, King of
Scares duology)
2. Song of Achilles - Madeline Miller

The rush, the excitement,

3. Midnight library - Matt Haig

Words connecting together like stars
mapping out the constellation of my soul,

4. They Both Die at the End - Adam
Silvera

Lifting me so high,

5. Cinderella is Dead - Kalynn
Bayron

the feeling of flying is in reach with a single stroke of
a pen,

6. Red White and Royal Blue - Casey
McQuiston

My worries being forgotten like the crumpled up
receipt being used as a bookmark

7. Night Circus- Erin Morgenstern
(this is my current read and it is
excellent so far)

Creating worlds

8. We Hunt the Flame - Hafsah
Faizal (we free the stars)

Living thousands of lives
All in paper bound together by the ideas of the past.
By Kacey Quigley Y13

9. Red Queen - Victoria Aveyard (5
book series)
10. These Violent Delights- Chloe
Gong (our violent ends)

Year 12 recommends…
…

Why Own A Pet?
By: Aleina, Clara, Molly and Megan

By: Niamh Trainor

By: Amber, Holly and Paula

By: Caitlin Rath

Contributions to the Paper
from budding journalists across the school
Due to It Who Must Not Be Named (Coronavirus) we were unable to have a team of
journalists from every year group working on The Happy Paper this year so we decided
to include this section where anyone from the school could contribute!
Poem by Chloe Molloy

Our pupils remained creative
throughout lockdown!
Cardboard model made by
Seba Fayad

Drawing by Niambh
Rafferty

Creative calculator by
Aoife Molloy
Book
recommendation
from Maeve
Hayes
My Cat
By Eva Tsonkova

Chocolate
Heaven! Made
by Clodagh
Barlow

He is my fluffy cold pillow in the cold night.
When I feel down he fills me with joy and
happiness.
He is my playful little shining star in the dark night
Grey fur like the stormy clouds
Chasing mice around the house like a spreading
ghost
We snuggle together as you purr in delight
When I see your silver shining fur I wonder if
explorers found you in the mines.

Photos from Feena McCreesh

Friends and pets have made lockdown a little easier!

Animal photos from: Niambh Rafferty, Chloe
Cunningham, Aoife McKenna, Aoife McMahon, Erin
McAtarsney and Orlaith McSorley.
Pictures of friends from: Blaithin Smalls, Charlotte
Rice, Emma McKinney, Freya Tiffney, Carrie Conway,
Alex Hughes, Cliodhna McKeever and Amy Connelly.

Pupils have still been getting out
and about and staying healthy!

Aoibhinn Glackin
on a cycling
adventure!

Mountain
explorer
Maeve
Hayes!

Photo from
Eva Donnelly
Quote from
Lottie Mackin

Photo by
Leah Mallon

Eva Campbell

Catherine Gallagher

Aoibhinn McVeigh

Answer Sheet
Comic Strip Memory Quiz
1. Dask
2. Blue
3. Café
4. Skateboard Park
Gardening Crossword
1. Spade
2. Barrow
3. Shovel
4. Shears
5. Mower
6. Hose
7. Rakes

Guess the Celebrity
Eyes
1. Olivia Rodrigo
2. Kendall Jenner
3. Ian Somerhalder
Hair
1. Brad Pitt
2. Will Smith
3. Robert Pattinson
Mouth
1. Sza
2. Dylan Minnette
3. Jennifer Lawrence

Sitcom Emoji Quiz
1. Stranger Things
2. Breaking Bad
3. Brooklyn 99
4. Doctor Who
5. Tiger King
6. Fleabag
7. Umbrella Academy
8. You
9. West World
10. Russian Doll

Music Emoji Quiz
1. Cigarette Daydreams 2. Watermelon Sugar 3. Dancing Queen 4. Summer of 69
5. Drivers License 6. Cloud Nine 7. Brazil 8. Star Man 9. Ocean Eyes 10. Heart Shaped Box
11. Old Yellow Bricks 12. No Tears Left to Cry 13. Four Seasons 14. Summer Time Sadness
15. Yellow 16. Strawberry Fields Forever 17. Dreams 18. Killer Queen 19. Boys Don’t Cry
20. Doves in the Wind

Find the Missing Words
I'm a vegetarian lion,
I've given up all MEAT,
I've given up all roaring
All I do is go tweet-tweet.
I never ever sink my CLAWS
Into some animal's skin,
It only lets the blood run out
And lets the germs rush in.
I used to be ferocious,
I even tried to KILL!
But the sight of all the blood
Made me feel quite ILL.
I once attacked an elephant
I sprang straight at his head.
I woke up three DAYS later
In a jungle hospital BED.
Now I just eat carrots,
They're EASY to kill,
'Cos when I pounce upon them,
They all remain quite STILL!

